Are you looking for a professional association that will help you build your knowledge, makes you feel at home right from the start, and welcomes your ideas?

SPIM is that group, if you are a psychologist who...
- Leads or manages an organization or department
- Consult to or teaches leaders and managers
- Teaches and conducts research on leadership and management.

In SPIM, you will find an unusual level of intellectual stimulation, camaraderie, and meaningful involvement—a true sense of community.

Conference Attendee Comments

“Many topics are new and transformative.”

“Terrific meetings—jam packed with interesting people and new ideas.”

“Conference topics are timely, speakers are top notch.”

“One SPIM member, CEO of a major corporation, noticed that I came alone to the conference and introduced himself, chatted, and then introduced me to three other healthcare psychologist managers.”

“Our profession is isolating. SPIM is the one organization where I can periodically get off the conveyor belt and converse with trusted colleagues about matters that are important to me.”

Intellectual Stimulation

Our annual conference focuses on high level topics in leadership and management. SPIM recruits outstanding speakers with remarkable stature, experience, and expertise in leadership from the corporate world, non-profits and academia.

Camaraderie

SPIM members include leaders of competing consulting organizations. Yet collaboration and mutual enrichment are the rule. The focus of the conference is professional development and growth.
Our Mission

The Society of Psychologists in Management unites psychologists committed to creating extraordinary organizations. **SPIM** translates research and real world experience into practices that empower members to be impactful and effective leaders, coaches and consultants. **SPIM** events are a safe environment to discuss challenges, formulate solutions, and receive support through rich learning experiences. **SPIM** values camaraderie, wisdom, and scientific rigor in the service of transforming leaders and organizations.

Membership Benefits

- **SPIM** provides the only training for psychologists new to leadership positions, taught by psychologists with extensive leadership experience.

- **SPIM** offers mentorship around management and career issues.

- **SPIM** ListServ—available to members only to communicate about research, practice, leadership, and consulting.

- LinkedIn Discussion Group—sponsored by **SPIM**, and open to psychologists around the world.

- Active Social Media Groups:
  - Facebook
  - Instagram
  - LinkedIn
  - Twitter

- The Psychologist Manager Journal (TPMJ)—is a quarterly peer reviewed publication with articles of interest to people like us. Published by APA.

- Opportunity to engage in leadership within **SPIM** on the Board of Directors, committees and workgroups.

Interested in Learning More?

Go to our website: [www.spim.org](http://www.spim.org)

Ready to Join?

Go to [www.spim.org](http://www.spim.org) and click on the membership tab to complete your online application and upload your CV/Extended Resume.

Questions?

If you have questions about your particular situation, feel free to call **SPIM** Administrator at 773-331-0457 or email liz@spim.org